THE PEACH BASKET
Regulated container size in tree-fruit agriculture transtated, fixed, and repeated in signature with
a waxed floor of the designated width and length against which the players reflect themselves
and the object of play. The precise measure and division of space regularized to a discreet set,
abiding the methodology of bringing into production arable land. The space, a carrier of time in
its most conspicuously nuanced articulation, becoming a standard iteration of municipalities and
institutions of learning. In its standby state, the aura of preparedness affords for an inversion in
the perceived capture of time such that grain can be found in the surface, removing from the
opacity of what would otherwise be still.
THE MOLLUSC
A rasping course, aligned with its orthogonal enclosure as a specimen removed from the biotic
and abiotic topography of its ancestral environment. A low crown of red attends the anterior,
showing up anemic in the metal halide. The elegance of its approach is a production of the
space and its appliance. From its making-clean is generated a picture of the environment, a
knowing-by-sensation,
a mouth-feel of world.
POZZO & LUCKY
The thermostat, a self-balancing interchange between master and slave. The co-comprising
halves of a constant presence in warm life and warm living entwined in the mutual agony of
existence. Pozzo's refrain, "I am impertinent" is a mood announced in the gills of the radiator.
What is asking to be overlooked is necessarily visible under the condition of inversion. The
Earth's mantle is brought into every nearness, the comprising of the present laid bare in the
thickening approach of corrosion.
AURATIC BLOOM
The issuing forth of oriented refractory surfaces, their gradual emergence resembling the
secretion of calcium from the follicle; the image of a reflector, a sand lens that grows because of
its continuous harvest. Its interfunctioning with the mollusc obtaining from the mutual exclusion
of each other's captivity. Doubly blind and interlocking in their respective courses, it and the
mollusc are nutritionally supported by each others castings and emissions. The basic module of
a community of associates.
OPERATIONAL CYCLE
A fleeting chance afforded by windows that appear because of atmospheric effects and timing;
fast-moving and brief- a short display for early pollinators, an interdependent community at the
margin of thresholds of temperature and moisture, the first to emerge from dormancy, indicate
presence or "behave," and return to dormant-being as the rest of everything slowly begins the
longer course of holding-forth until the wide edge of the next expanse is in view. The perimeter
along which two or more membranes touch, their moment of identical topography, their shared
state across the spectra of life and non-life.

